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Phonak Group’s Product Offering Expands

Completing the Product Portfolios: Perseo, Conversa and FM synthesizer will
drive growth in F2003/04

The Phonak Group presented today three new complete product lines – one
under each of its business segments – at a media and financial analysts
meeting. Perseo, from Phonak Hearing Systems, is the next generation in the
first class hearing instrument segment, following the success of the Claro
product line. The innovative technology in Perseo provides the wearer with a
personalized adaptation to different listening situations according to individual
needs and preferences. Conversa, from Unitron Hearing, is a mid-level digital
product line with unique features designed to solve the everyday problems of
telephone use, feedback, and hearing speech in noisy environments. Conversa
follows the very successful launch of Unison, an entry level digital product.
Finally, the new generation of FM systems, developed by Phonak
Communications, now incorporates synthesizer technology which allows
automatic frequency selections and, therefore, the highest level of flexibility
and benefits for the customers.

“The new products presented today will further broaden our product offering and, as a result,
strengthen our position in the marketplace. It is important for the Phonak Group, as we
complete our transition strategy and drive for a leading position in the industry, to have
multiple brands, and to offer a complete range of digital products in these brands. The FM
systems, designed to complement the hearing instruments as well as to provide new
business opportunities, provide a further unique and competitive advantage for Phonak. In
addition to the launch of new products, the Phonak Group is expanding into new markets,
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such as Japan and the East Pacific Rim, and new customer segments. These new product and
market opportunities will deliver sales growth in the next years. I expect the Phonak Group
will improve its position in 2003/04”, explained Valentin Chapero, CEO Phonak Group, who
opened the meeting.

Phonak brand introduces Perseo with PersonalLogic

The Perseo high-end digital hearing system from Phonak introduces unique opportunities to
achieve wearer satisfaction thanks to PersonalLogic and dual-base automatic function.

The key breakthrough technology in Perseo is PersonalLogic, the first ever automatic control
system that is fitter programmable according to the tastes and preferences of each
individual wearer. Automatic performance has now a new level of intelligence beyond
merely adapting to acoustic changes in the environment. Perseo is the first hearing system
with customized automatic operation, as opposed to operation based on factory settings. It
allows hearing professionals to provide clients with a hearing system “custom-tailored” to
their personal hearing requirements and tastes.

Perseo is a dual-base automatic hearing system with all parameters set independently for
quiet AND noisy listening situations. Performance can be matched to hearing needs and
individual preferences in quiet without disrupting performance in noise and vice versa. This
is a distinct advantage over single-base automatic systems in which changes for one
situation will affect performance in the other.

The Perseo product line is launched with a comprehensive choice of models ranging from a
tiny CIC to a powerful BTE. The Perseo products can be used with the innovative Phonak
remote control devices, SoundPilot and the elegant new WatchPilot2.

Unitron Hearing introduces Conversa with ClearCall

Conversa with ClearCall, represents a breakthrough approach for telephone use, feedback
technology, and speech intelligibility in noise. The new product line solves the everyday
problems of people with hearing loss by offering a unique, convenient telephone solution.
Conversa also immediately reduces feedback and diminishes background noise to provide
more comfortable listening.

ClearCall instantly attacks feedback within milliseconds of telephone use and eliminates the
need for a telecoil or a separate program. People with hearing loss can finally pick up the
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phone and begin to talk without fiddling with switches or experiencing feedback.
Additionally, Conversa’s realtime feedback canceller virtually eliminates whistling before it
can be perceived, resulting in the clearest, most natural sound possible. ClearPath combines
advanced noise reduction with a vector directional system to improve speech recognition in
noise offering a comfortable, natural sound in a wide variety of settings.

Fitting software as well as the product itself are designed to provide a high level of
“spontaneous acceptance” meaning clients leave a first fitting session with a positive
perception of the fitting experience, and the healthcare professionals can spend more time
counselling their patients and less time on fitting adjustments and return visits. Conversa’s
additional features include sixteen channels, three listening programs, quiet mode
expansion, manual volume control, and a low battery warning. Conversa is suitable for a
range of hearing losses from mild to severe/profound, and is compatible with the FM systems
from Phonak Communications (only BTE instruments).

Phonak Communications introduces the new MicroLink receivers with frequency
synthesizer

Phonak Communications will introduce its new multi frequency MLx S and ML8 S receivers
in the next few months. MLx S and ML8 S are the counterpart of Campus S transmitters,
already introduced early 2002. Together, they comprise the new synthesized FM system
generation, a system that transmits, without wires, speech to the hearing instrument in
difficult listening situations.

The key technology of the new system is its easy frequency adaptation. Given the extreme
design constraints (low voltage, low power, miniature dimensions), the development of this
technology represents an unprecedented breakthrough in wireless communication
technology.

Despite all the highly sophisticated hearing instruments that are currently available, hearing
in noisy listening conditions remains extremely difficult for many hearing instrument users.
In order to provide an effective solution for these noisy listening situations, Phonak
developed a miniaturized FM system. The complete system consists of a transmitter that
picks up the sound as close as possible to the source and a MicroLink receiver that is clicked
on to the hearing instrument.

Today, the MicroLink technology is very succesful and gives clear satisfaction to many
hearing impaired children and adults all over the world. However, Phonak Communications
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has recognized that the use of MicroLink could be greatly increased if the system adapted to
changing frequencies, e.g. moving from different classrooms with different frequencies or
dialing into “public” frequencies, etc. The MLx S and the ML8 S will be compatible with all
Phonak and Unitron Hearing BTE’s and most BTE’s of other brands.

For further information please contact
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